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Two-Digit Addition & Subtraction

No Regrouping: S3

1) Sadie owns a small flower shop. Today, she sold 38 white roses and 41 pink

roses. How many roses, white and pink, were sold today?

2) Martin works at a bakery. This morning, he bakes 64 batches of burger buns.

If he has sold 22 batches, how many batches of buns are left?
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5) A talented sketch artist, Stuart has 55 animal sketches and 43 human sketches

in his collection. What is the total number of sketches?
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Answer Key

Two-Digit Addition & Subtraction

No Regrouping: S3

1) Sadie owns a small flower shop. Today, she sold 38 white roses and 41 pink

roses. How many roses, white and pink, were sold today?

79 roses
2) Martin works at a bakery. This morning, he bakes 64 batches of burger buns.

If he has sold 22 batches, how many batches of buns are left?
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42 batches of buns
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17 places
5) A talented sketch artist, Stuart has 55 animal sketches and 43 human sketches

in his collection. What is the total number of sketches?

98 sketches
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